
Presentation 

(in English) 

The awareness of  the importance of  "huge" landslides as far  as human and socio-economic con- 
sequences are concerned, started in France after Mount Zandilcz collapse in the Valtelline Valley, Italy, in July 
1987. 

The movements involved are extreme ones, characterized by a low probability o['occurrence but at the 
same time by disastrous consequences as regards the mtmber of  potential victims and the cost of damages as 
well as the risks of  social, economic or political crisis which they can induce. 

In reason of  the importance of the volumes of  materials in movement - several tens of  millions of  
cubic metres - those phenomena cannot be controlled. Therefore the only solution likely to ensure the public 
safety consists in managing the risk : most tools and strategies adapted to such situations must still be thought. 
Nevertheless, significant progresses have been achieved in the recent years in France, in order to face critical 
situations due to some huge alpine landslides (Saint-Etienne-de-77n~e, AIpes-Maritimes and S~.chilienne,lsbre). 
Important efforts must still be made in both J)'elds o[f'oreeast and decision. 

That is the reason why the Home Ministry - Direction of Public Safety - and the Ministrv of  Envitvnment 
- Delegation of  Major Hazards - f e l t  the necessity to make a critical assessment of  the present state of  know- 
ledge, in order to identify the level of  expertise and assess the actions to be undertaken for  a better prevention 
of such hazards. With the help o f  the French Group of the IAEG. they jointly organized a thorough debate 
between specialists and decision-makers, on the occasion of  a seminar which took place at the National Institute 
for  Public Safety, at Nainville-les-Roches, France, June 19-21, 1991. 

There was no question of  considering all the aspects of  the problem. Therefore administrative, legal 
and economic questions were only incidentally dealt with. 

The efforts mainly focused on the analysis of  the phenomena, their mechanics and on the monitoring 
problems which are decisive as J'~zr as the decision procedures for  public safety are concerned. 

Organized in foLtr thematic workshops, the seminar was concluded by reports written by the conveners 
responsible for  the diHerent themes. The papers are presented hereafter. 

- -  P. Antoine, Universit~ de Grenoble. Problems linked to the instability of large-scale slopes - Geo- 
logical aspects. 

- -  J.L. Durville, Laboratoire Central des Ponts et Chauss6es, Paris. "Mechanisms and modeli=ation 
of large slope movements".  

- -  L. Rochet, Laboratoire des Ponts et Chauss~es, Lyon. Auscultation - Diagnosis - Monitoring. 

- -  J.P. Aste, Bureau de Recherches G~ologiques et Minibres, Orleans. Prevention strategies, help for  
decision-makers and preparation .]'or crisis conditions. 

M. Rat, LCPC, accepted to draw the general conclusions. The deficiencies he observed and the re- 
commendations he proposed are a precious help for  the Administration in charge of  the problems, when planning 
short-term and middle-course actions and researches. 
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